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Abstract
Connectivity and fragmentation coexist as two interlinked discourses on the relationship between
infrastructures and societies. In response to the Digital Silk Road initiated by the Chinese government, Chinese companies have built numerous digital infrastructures globally. Simultaneously,
China’s government seeks to strengthen domestic internet governance through laws and administrative regulations, such as the Cyber Security Law. This paper utilises the interpretive framework
of “sociotechnical imaginaries” to explore the controversial tension between digital fragmentations
and connectivity in cyberspace along technical, institutional and political dimensions. Scrutinising
two cases studies – New IP and smart city – the study finds that China’s approach to infrastructuring cyberspace can be best understood as selective connectivity. China not only integrates into
global cyber infrastructures to enhance its technological and regulatory capabilities, but also
attempts to reshape global cyberspace governance to strengthen its political structures and enhance
digital autonomy, seeking a balance between digital sovereignty, regime security and economic
development. However, selective connectivity brings its own complexities and drawbacks.
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Across the Great Wall, we can reach every
corner of the world.1

Introduction
Cyberspace is under reconstruction.2 Global digital infrastructures – an integral
part of globalisation enabling cross-border interactions and creating multilayered interdependencies – have come under growing pressure. Restrictions,
interventions and boundaries are multiplying in a realm that was once envisioned as borderless, popularised through notions such as “global village” and
“network society”. Ultimately global in their reach by nature, digital infrastructures embody the idea of ubiquitous connectivity. They are also, however,
crucial sites where major technopolitical reconfigurations can be observed
(Munn 2020).
As a quintessential “infrastructural state” (Bach 2016, Schindler et al. 2022,
Ho 2020), China is perceived by many as the main agent that aims at reshaping
cyberspace in its own image. Chinese actors are seen as both ideational promoters and technical engineers of data nationalism, cyber sovereignty and digital
authoritarianism, thereby splintering the internet (Deibert et al. 2010, Diamond
2019). To grasp the ways in which the Chinese government and firms are indeed
reshaping cyberspace is therefore a highly relevant yet complex issue. Two
conflicting approaches can be observed: China emphasises cyber sovereignty
for the sake of domestic stability and technological autonomy (Segal 2020)
and maintains the Great Firewall that partially disconnects more than a billion
internet users in China from global communication flows. Simultaneously, the
Chinese President Xi Jinping publicly defends globalisation and advances the
technical integration of global networks, as Chinese companies construct optical cables, satellites and other communication networks and software platforms
to improve local, inter-regional and planetary connectivity.
This complexity indicates the salience of the scholarship on balkanisation,
splinternet and islandisation and complicates this research subject at the same
time. To empirically and conceptually capture the dynamics of the emerging
technopolitical reality of digital “fragmentation” (Malcomson 2016, Mueller
2020) requires nuance. While some focus on the reinforcement of national
jurisdictions as the main culprit (Drezner 2004, Mueller 2017), others distinguish
between technical, governmental and commercial fragmentation (Drake et al.
1 From the first email sent via CSNET from the Beijing Institute for Computer Application of State Commission of Machine Industry, China, to the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany, on 14 September 1987.
2 Cyberspace can be defined as “a global domain [...] framed by the use of electronics and the electromagnetic spectrum to create, store, modify, exchange, and exploit information via interdependent and interconnected networks using information-communication technologies” (Kuehl 2009: 28).
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2016) and identify diverse actors and processes that produce fragmentation
(Hill 2012). A binary distinction tends to underpin views on Chinese cyber
policies, dividing approaches to cyber governance into democratic and authoritarian (Hoffmann et al. 2020). To go beyond such a reductionist view and to
avoid the trap of “digital orientalism” (Mayer 2020, Mahoney 2022), we argue
that the inherent complexity of China’s bearing on global cyberspace governance
requires a conceptual approach that captures the current blending of digital
fragmentation and connectivity. For that purpose, two empirical questions guide
our research: What kind of imaginary of connectivity animates Chinese practices of infrastructuring cyberspace? And what are the outcomes of employing
this imaginary while building digital infrastructure abroad?
The paper employs the interpretive framework of “sociotechnical imaginaries”
(Jasanoff / Kim 2015) to explore China’s vision and practices concerning cyberspace in a broader social, economic and political context. Understanding infrastructure as an activity – infrastructuring – shifts the focus from a supposedly
stable system to the practices needed to create and maintain or enlarge them
further (Korn et al. 2019, Star / Ruhleder 1996). We explore how social and
political contexts shape sociotechnical imaginaries of connectivity in China
and how, in turn, the involvement of Chinese tech companies in the build-up
of infrastructures changes global connectivity (Shen 2021). By analysing two
digital infrastructures in the making, specific practices of fragmentation / connectivity ranging from the local to the global scale are scrutinised.
We analyse, firstly, the public controversies around the “New IP” proposal,
a Chinese initiative at the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). Various
organisations and commenters have claimed that New IP would not only harm
interoperability in cyberspace, but also potentially make internet censorship
and data regulation more convenient (IETF 2020). Secondly, we investigate the
“Smart City Duisburg” in Germany, where Huawei’s involvement attracted
international attention. Based on the analysis of press releases, interviews and
policy documents, we trace Huawei’s impact on interoperability and internet
governance norms at the nexus of digital urban transformation and contestations over transparency and participation.
In the following section, we lay out the key concerns with connectivity and
fragmentation. In the third section, we introduce the framework of sociotechnical imaginaries and demonstrate its general applicability to exploring China’s
practices of infrastructuring cyberspace. In the fourth section, we examine two
case studies – “New IP” and “the Smart City Duisburg” – in light of China’s
imaginary of selective connectivity. The fifth section discusses the main lessons from the two case studies. We conclude by reflecting on the notion of
selective connectivity.
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Connectivity and fragmentation in cyberspace
Connectivity and fragmentation coexist as two powerful and interlinked discourses on the relationship between infrastructures and societies. The notion
that infrastructures should facilitate the circulation of goods, people and information has been an influential discourse since at least the 17th century
(Mattelart 2000, van der Vleuten 2004: 396–399). 3 In 1841, Friedrich List
lamented in his National System of Political Economy that a lack of railway
connections would impede unification of the scattered German states (List 1885).
Deepened global connectivity has been at the root of discussions about global
isation, while various large technical systems became the backbone of modern
international relations (Mayer / Acuto 2015). Andrew Giddens claims that
modernity was “inherently globalising”, leading to the “intensification of worldwide social relations” (Giddens 1990: 63).
Building on Giddens, John Tomlinson argues that connectivity implies socio
cultural proximity: “connectivity means changing the nature of localities and
not just occasionally lifting some people out of them” (Tomlinson 1999). Manuel
Castells’s influential notion of “network society” was derived from the observation that the rise of global information and communication networks had
induced a historic transformation of human existence, allowing for a change
in practices of organising (Castells 2010). In addition, connectivity has become
a buzzword among policy-makers and business elites. For example, the Association for Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has for over a decade put connectivity
at the heart of its Master Plan:
Connectivity in ASEAN refers to the physical, institutional and people-to-people linkages
that comprise the foundational support and facilitative means to achieve the economic,
political-security and sociocultural pillars towards realising the vision of an integrated
ASEAN Community (ASEAN 2011: 8).

A report by the global management consulting firm McKinsey highlights the
significance of connectivity for industrial applications such as the Internet of
Things4 (Alsen et al. 2017), while the World Bank Group (2019) regards connectivity as a distinctive feature of the modern economy and a major trend in
the 21st century. Godehardt and Kohlenberg (2020) argue that the narratives
and proposals around the BRI have been a major promoter of this spatialised
discourse of globalising geoeconomics.
The concern with the fragmentation of the internet, however, is increasingly
taking centre stage. The problem of the internet’s “splintering or breaking up
into loosely coupled islands of connectivity” (Drake et al. 2016: 3) is not new.
3 See Edwards (2003) on the link between infrastructures and modernity.
4 “Internet of Things”, abbreviated as IoT, refers to the network of sensor-equipped and interconnected
objects, such as streetlights, cars and house appliances.
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Even before the global expansion of the internet, in 1991, Al Gore called for
the prevention of a splintering of the emerging cyberspace by establishing common standards and technologies (Gore 1991). Internet fragmentation was constitutive to the creation of the internet from the beginning, it occurred in the
technological as well as in the governmental and commercial domains (Herrera
2002, Mueller 2010, Drake et al. 2016).
After the Snowden revelations in 2013, the idea that states should intentionally produce fragmentation gained legitimacy: advocates of “data localisation” demanded that data storage, movement and processing be organised
within their jurisdictional borders (Hill 2014). Cyber borders also became a
positive idea more broadly connected to resurging populism (Cox 2017) and
strongly linked with ideas of sovereignty and a resurgence of national interests
(Nussbaum 2010, Paris 2020). The prominence of ideas such as “decoupling”
and the US Clean Network initiative indicates that disconnectivity is not only
an issue limited to China: “the United States has been deploying a multi-faceted
campaign since the Trump administration that combines persuasion, coercion
and incentives to dissuade Washington’s allies from accepting projects involving
Chinese suppliers” (Velliet 2022: 21).
For instance, the European Union’s “Global Gateway”, set out on 1 December
2021, is seen as the European alternative to China’s Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI). Policy makers and the public at large, it seems, are progressively developing the sense that globalisation is undergoing a significant transformation,
calling into question the goal of ever-deepening connectivity (Fontaine 2020,
Lund et al. 2019). This shift of thinking about connectivity is reflected in the
new theorisation of interdependence and its weaponisation (Drezner et al. 2021,
Farrell / Newman 2019, Keohane / Nye 2012). Observers point out that various
states have begun to instrumentalise economic flows and interactions, thereby
giving rise to a “connectivity war” (Leonard 2016). Connectivity infrastructures
are conceptualised as subject to great power competition.

China’s imaginary of selective connectivity
China’s approach to connectivity is ambiguous. It can best be described as
selective: on the one hand, China’s integration into cyberspace has continually
grown since 1987, when the first email from China was sent abroad. In 1995,
the country set up its first commercial internet connection (Choy / Cullen 1999:
105). According to official estimates, China had 1.032 billion internet users in
2021 (Global Times 2022). In 2019, the Chinese mainland together with Hong
Kong had cross-border data flows of 111 million Mbps, accounting for 23 per
cent of global data flows (Nikkei 2020). The country’s techno-political strategies
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such as the Digital Silk Road (DSR), China Standards 2035 and New Infrastructure represent initiatives to further connect the country domestically and
globally.
On the other hand, the establishment of a legal and regulatory frameworks
to control information flows and enable greater technological autonomy has
emerged as one of China’s key priorities. Since the origins of the internet in
China, the government has constructed and updated the Great Firewall. This
infrastructure functions to selectively block access to foreign websites and communication, which seems to contradict the purported focus on connectivity
(Barme / Ye 1997). Moreover, since the 2010s, there is an emerging consensus
among Chinese political and economic elites that digital technology can not
only help China to withstand a variety of economic and social troubles, but
even be applied as a tool to enhance the functions and stability of the Chinese
political system (Creemers 2020: 113, Huang / Tsai 2022). In sum, China seeks
to continuously strengthen technical and commercial connections with and
through the global cyberspace, but wants to partially reduce the influence of
western values, shielding its institutional and socio-cultural norms. The emphasis on mitigating technical and economic interdependencies seems to counteract the bid by Chinese tech firms to develop greater influence in global cyberspace
(Mayer / Huotari 2015, Huang / Mayer 2022).
As reflected in China’s practices of infrastructuring its internal cyberspace,
a mix of connectivity and fragmentation characterises the Chinese sociotechnical imaginary. The concept of “sociotechnical imaginaries” (STI) was first
introduced by Sheila Jasanoff and Sang-Hyun Kim (2009) in order to explain
the relationship of science and technology to political power. STIs are “collectively held, institutionally stabilized, and publicly performed visions of desirable
futures, animated by shared understandings of forms of social life and social
order attainable through, and supportive of, advances in science and technology”
(Jasanoff 2015: 4). STIs have been employed to study which features of national
political culture are embedded in the development and expectations of science
and technology and, thus, how technoscientific and political orders are coproduced. We draw on the insights of earlier work. While STIs have been used
to explore cyberspace as coproducing freedom (Barker 2015), democracy (Felt
2015) and citizenship (Isin / Ruppert 2020), the framework also offers a way
to investigate infrastructuring practices and connectivity in both democratic
and authoritarian environments.
Imaginaries are widely reproduced by collective thinking and reflected in
national decision-making. STIs can be traced in the meaning that is transported
by acts of speech and performance, and by acts of stabilisation, such as the
foundation of new institutions and organisations, the drafting of legal texts
and policy documents, the launching of hallmark strategies and initiatives, and
the construction of material infrastructures. Scholars point out that Chinese
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policies and emerging sociotechnical systems reflect negotiations between various
actors within the Chinese government, but also from industry and civil society
(Shen H. 2016). Notable examples include cases such as the Hainan provincial
government seeking an exemption from the comprehensive online censorship
regime (Lu 2020) and disputes among consumers, firms and the government
over the neutrality of Chinese telecommunications and service providers (Murphy /
Qian 2021, Wu / Wan 2014).
Despite a variety of actors and interests in the Chinese context, it is possible
to distinguish some broad directions of the Chinese policy-industry-society
nexus (Cai / Dai 2021). The key question is not whether an STI determines the
outcomes of all of China’s actions on cyberspace, but rather whether it shapes
and is reproduced by practices across various societal sectors and points in
time. Moreover, the Chinese government is a powerful actor that seeks to push
through its vision, for example by allocating funds in a certain way, and that
can actively influence which visions are collectively adopted and maintained
(cf. Jasanoff / Kim 2009). For example, Hong Yu (2017), though stressing the
diverging interests of Chinese organisational actors in the creation of nationwide telecommunications infrastructures, acknowledges that they may still
imagine a similar destination for China as a country.
In the 1990s, Chinese elites were generally receptive to US demands for a
more open telecommunications sector. Their approach to partially adopting
rules and structures of global digital capitalism was shaped by the country’s
experience of introducing market reforms in the communications sector while
trying to avoid the neoliberal failures observed in the West. As China was preparing to join the WTO in 2001, competing views and objectives within the
Chinese government and between the state and industry persisted. But the aspiration to integrate into and eventually to shape global information infrastructures
nonetheless led to a common vision for both state and business (Hong 2017:
150–153). Samuel Lengen argues that the convergence of Chinese government
and industry narratives on the promises of digital connectivity for the Chinese
nation would not have been achieved without the daily experiences and contributions of Chinese citizens. The everyday use of Alibaba’s digital platforms by
Chinese from all over the country, he suggests, made the company a symbol of
national pride and of China’s international competitiveness (Lengen 2022).
In the following, we focus on two practices to illustrate the sociotechnical
imaginary of selective connectivity: institutionalisation and public performance.
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Institutionalising cyber sovereignty
[Institutions are] stable repositories of knowledge and power […] through which the
validity of new knowledge can be accredited, the safety of new technological systems
acknowledged, and accepted rules of behavior written into the as-yet-unordered domains
that have become accessible through knowledge-making (Jasanoff 2004: 39–40).

Perhaps the most well-known example of institutionalised selective connectivity
in China is the Great Firewall – a term that refers to everything from restrictions on access to foreign websites (Zhang C. 2020), to comprehensive online
censorship (Abbott 2019), to the set of regulations on data localisation to
manage cross-border data flows (Liu 2020). The term “Great Firewall” first
appeared in a Wired article in 1997 (Barme / Ye 1997) but is used likewise in
Chinese official newspapers (for example, Global Times 2011). It is a reference
to the Great Wall of China, which, according to Selina Ho (2020: 8), represents
both the material power of the state to draw together resources from the whole
of society, and the symbolic and imagined contrast between the “civilised Chinese” versus the “barbaric others”. The Great Firewall is also indicative of
the previously mentioned complexity and heterogeneity of actors surrounding
cyberspace governance in general (Nye 2014). Just as in the case of the Chinese
evolving data governance, various private and public actors are involved in the
Great Firewall’s functioning, from strategy and policy-setting by the central
government to various ministries to private firms (Zhao / Feng 2021, King et
al. 2013).
Domestically, the Cybersecurity Law, which officially went into effect on
1 June 2017, defines norms and principles for cybersecurity legislation in China
(Creemers 2020). It emphasises the importance of protecting critical information infrastructure that could cause serious damage to national security, the
national economy and public interest. China Standards 2035 is another illustration of national policymaking that reflects efforts to reduce technological
dependencies and enhance international influence. The document outlines domestic industrial standards and aims to promote the construction of standards
systems in key areas, such as blockchain, the Internet of Things, new cloud
computing, big data, 5G, new artificial intelligence, new smart cities and geographic information technologies (SAC 2020). China Standards 2035 also proclaims a new emphasis on Chinese industry to shape international standards
(The State Council of the People’s Republic of China 2021).
These efforts are underpinned by China’s “cyber sovereignty” approach to
cyberspace governance.5 In March 2017, China released an international strategy
5 At the 2015 World Internet Conference in Wuzhen, Xi Jinping defined cyber sovereignty as “the right of
individual countries to independently choose their own path of cyber development, model of cyber regulation
and Internet public policies, and participate in international cyberspace governance on an equal footing”
(Xi 2015).
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on cyber issues – the “International Strategy of Cooperation on Cyberspace”
(ISCC). According to the strategy, the goal of China’s participation in international cyberspace cooperation is both to safeguard the country’s sovereignty
and security in cyberspace and to improve global connectivity (The Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and the Cyberspace Administration of China 2017).
Cyber sovereignty – a key term in the document – refers to viewing cyberspace as an extension of states’ physical territory. It implies a larger role for
states in protecting digital infrastructure, processes and internet governance.
The “Three-Perspective Theory of Cyber Sovereignty” advanced by Hao Yeli,
a retired major general of the People’s Liberation Army, provides a layered
approach to explain the Chinese vision of cyber sovereignty. Hao (2017) distinguishes between the physical level of cyberspace, in which global connectivity
and standardisation are to be pursued; the application level, in which local conditions should determine the balance between cyber sovereignty and freedom;
and the “unchallengeable” core level, consisting of regime, law, political security
and ideology.
China’s interpretation of cyber sovereignty results in a multilateral approach
towards internet governance, in which states are more influential than other
stakeholders, such as firms and international organisations. Western observers
tend to see China’s governance approach mostly in opposition to the values of
a free and open internet and to the established multi-stakeholder approach of
participatory governance (Gady 2016). Over the past years, concerns have broadened that, together with the export of Chinese digital technologies, also the
notion of cyber sovereignty is spreading into global governance (Segal 2020).
Cyber sovereignty is also increasing the trend towards fragmentation into incompatible national networks (Mueller 2017).
Finally, technical standardisation, as outlined in China Standards 2035, is
being directly brought together with foreign policy (Rühlig 2020). For instance,
the “Action Plan on Belt and Road Standard connectivity (2018–2020)”, issued
by the National Development and Reform Commission of China (2018), aims
to promote a wider adoption of China’s technical standards and supports greater
connectivity. China increasingly engages multilateral institutions, such as the
ITU, to help establish new standards in the field of telecommunications technology (Cheney 2019). Thanks to massive financial investments and political
support from the government, combined with a huge domestic market, Chinese
technical companies are strengthening their influence as international global
standard-setters. For example, the Chinese telecommunication provider Huawei
has played a critical role in setting global technology standards for 5G. The
introduction of New IP servers is another important attempt on the part of
Huawei to internationalise Chinese government-backed technological standards.
According to some observers, the approach “greater involvement by Chinese
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companies in multilateral technology standards-setting efforts could materially
alter the course of global norms in ways the US and other democracies would
not support” (Triolo / Greene 2020).

Performing connectivity
Complementing the institutionally prescribed vision, the STI of selective connectivity is represented by several public performative practices. Public performance here refers to theatrical practices of public communication, deploying
visual, verbal and gestural symbols of all kinds. 6 An important part of the
performativity of political practice is the (re)framing of new and established
vocabularies. Domestically, at the Central Economic Work Conference in December 2018, the State Council introduced the term “New Infrastructures”,7
which refers to technologies such as 5G networks and data centres. New infrastructure is different from traditional infrastructure such as railways, roads
and bridges, and mainly refers to key digital facilities in the era of the digital
economy (People’s Daily Online 2020). It includes three aspects: information
infrastructure, innovative infrastructure and integrated infrastructure. In the
vision of the Chinese government, new infrastructure construction contributes
to greater connectivity and sustainable development through digital industries
(Wang 2020).
Internationally, the BRI has made the term connectivity more prominent.
Proposed in 2013, the BRI officially has five goals: policy coordination, facilities
connectivity, unimpeded trade, financial integration and people-to-people bonds,
also summarised as five modes of connectivity (五通, Wu Tong). The BRI’s focus
on connectivity has a very broad scope including economic, strategic and cultural connectivity (OECD 2018: 10). Connectivity is regarded as “the foundation
of development through cooperation”. China’s president Xi Jinping referred
to connectivity in the dimensions of land, maritime, air and cyberspace. He
pledged to “promote connectivity of policies, rules and standards so as to provide
institutional safeguards for enhancing connectivity” (Xi 2017).
Since announcing the Digital Silk Road (DSR) in 2015, the Chinese government has organised a series of events for and together with European policymakers to enhance global digital connectivity in developing economies. For
example, in 2017, China organised a forum on digital connectivity in Qingdao
6 Performativity is an important category for analysing Chinese politics (Ding 2020, Stern et al. 2022).
Iza Ding, leaning on a definition by Judith Butler, defines performative governance as “the state’s theatrical
deployment of visual, verbal, and gestural symbols to foster an impression of good governance before an
audience of citizens” (Ding 2020: 5–6).
7 “Xinxing Jijian”(新型基建) or “Xin Jijian” (新基建) for short. New infrastructure includes seven key
areas: 5G networks, industrial internet, inter-city transportation and rail system, data centres, artificial intelligence, ultra-high voltage power transmission and new-energy vehicle charging stations.
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through the platform of the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM). In another 2017
meeting in Brussels, Chinese diplomats joined an ASEM working group to
discuss and define connectivity as an ambition for both digital and non-digital
spheres of cooperation (Gaens 2019: 9). Gong and Li (2019) argue that China’s
confidence in promoting the DSR and connectivity abroad draws from domestic
lessons on the benefits of building digital infrastructure for rural development.
That the imaginary of connectivity is gaining transformative force is evidenced
by the DSR initiative to sign up corporations and countries one after another
(Eder et al. 2019, Fung et al. 2018).
Another noteworthy example is the “Global Initiative on Data Security” that
China announced in September 2020, aiming to establish global standards on
data security. This again indicates that, for China, cyber sovereignty is a prerequisite for digital connectivity. As Chinese diplomats advocate for cyber
sovereignty, they urge governments to respect other countries’ sovereignty in
how they handle data collection and protection (Wong 2020). In contrast to
this obvious state-centrism, corporate performative elements of China’s cyberspace imaginaries focus on the enhancement of commercial connections. Ali
baba’s record initial public offering on the New York Stock Exchange in 2014
and its opening of e-commerce hubs in Malaysia and Ethiopia were celebrated
with great fanfare. Similarly, China’s “Single’s Day” – an equivalent to the
Black Friday shopping event – was internationally promoted on the digital
marketplace Lazada and popularised in Southeast Asia (Keane / Yu 2019).
These public performances, however, have sometimes led to unintended effects
and responses: sceptical perceptions of China as a cyber power are on the rise.
Some assert that the state-led BRI enables China to extend the international
influence of its values and norms (Cheney 2019: 11). For instance, American
policymakers believe that China is exporting its “techno-authoritarian” model
to countries along the BRI (Triolo et al. 2020: 2).

Case Studies: New IP and smart city
To explore the imaginary of selective connectivity further, we focus on two case
studies and ask how Chinese actors in these cases institutionalise and perform their visions of infrastructuring cyberspace. The first case examines New
IP, an initiative by Huawei and a number of other Chinese organisations to
open up research into a new addressing system in cyberspace, put forward at
ITU-T in September 2019.8 Technical standardisation at ITU and other organi
sations has in recent years grown as a topic of geopolitical interest (Bishop
8 ITU-T, one of three sectors of the International Telecommunication Union, deals with the standardisation
of ICT, alongside international organisations such as ICANN and IETF.
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2015, Rühlig 2020, Seaman 2020). In the field of cyberspace governance, standardisation is just one in a row of topics that have recently been characterised by
disputes between traditionally strong actors from Western countries and powerful newcomers, such as China, but also India and others. The conflicts relate
to a variety of issues, such as domain names, distribution of responsibilities,
decision-making processes and others (Mueller 2010, Zeng et al. 2017).
The second case is about the Smart City Duisburg, a municipal project in
Duisburg, Germany, started in 2017, to digitise the administration and provide a variety of services for its citizens and businesses. Huawei was centrally
involved in the planning and testing stages of the project, but eventually saw
its cooperation halted due to a combination of persistent negative media coverage and competing local interests. In contrast to international standardisation,
projects of urban digital transformation can be seen as local instances of the
infrastructuring of cyberspace.9 Smart cities, in particular, have raised interest
in the literature on cyberspace governance due to their contribution to a variety
of governance challenges (DeNardis / Raymond 2017). A growing number of
scholars are engaging with the role of urban data in the production of global
knowledge (Robin / Acuto 2018, Sadowski 2020).
The cases of New IP and the Smart City Duisburg illuminate the implementation of selective connectivity on both global and local scales. In the following,
we analyse public communication such as press releases, supported by secondary
literature and media articles, to draw a picture of the complexities of China’s
STI. The coverage of both cases by international media has to some extent
pushed the involved actors to position themselves publicly vis-à-vis important
technical and political questions.

The New IP proposal
During a September 2019 ITU-T meeting, Huawei, along with the state-owned
telecommunications companies China Mobile and China Unicom, and the Chinese
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), put forward a proposal
for New IP. In the proposal, the firms outlined many challenges the current
internet was facing. They proposed to brief ITU-T experts on already conducted
research, to initiate strategic planning and to set up new questions for related
study groups at the ITU-T. The engineers argued that the current internet design
was insufficient for new applications, was already in the process of fragmenting
into mutually incompatible technical systems and needed enhanced security and
trust (Huawei et al. 2019). To address these challenges, New IP was supposed
to enhance current IP by introducing addresses of different length, semantics
9 A smart city can be defined as a city “connecting the physical infrastructure, the information-technology
infrastructure, the social infrastructure, and the business infrastructure to leverage the collective intelligence
of the city” (Mohanty et al. 2016: 1).
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to identify objects and user-definable IP headers (Chen et al. 2020).10 Huawei
estimated that the investments and business value of New IP would run into
trillions of US dollars (Sheng 2019: 21). In the weeks and months that followed,
Huawei presented New IP at an ITU workshop (in October 2019), at a side
meeting to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)11 (in November 2019)
and at various other meetings at ITU and IETF.12
Initial reactions were sceptical about New IP’s technical capabilities. For
example, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN),
which is responsible for coordinating the maintenance and procedures of several
databases, questioned the interoperability of New IP with the earlier protocols
IPv4 and IPv6. Moreover, experience with IPv6 had shown that complete replacement of old protocols would probably take decades (Durand 2020: 24–25).
Similarly, IETF (2020) argued that New IP could not provide a solution to the
problem of interoperability, and that the replacement of existing IP would
“most assuredly create network islands, damage interconnection, and jeopardise
interoperability”.
The topic of New IP reached a broader public through two articles in the
Financial Times in March 2020 (Gross / Murgia 2020, Murgia / Gross 2020).
In the articles, the authors described the New IP proposal in the context of
broader debates about the future of cyberspace and the geopoliticisation of
internet governance. They argued:
Whereas today’s internet is owned by everyone and no one, [New IP] could put power
back in the hands of nation states, instead of individuals (Murgia / Gross 2020).

This line of argument was picked up by other commentators, who pointed out
how certain envisaged characteristics of New IP would be especially favourable
to the state-centric internet governance model. According to ICANN, the deployment of New IP would facilitate digital surveillance:
[New IP involves] a strong regulatory binding between an IP address and a user [that]
would allow any intermediary element (router, switch, and so on) to have full access to
exactly which user is doing what (Durand 2020: 3).

The technical possibilities of New IP have political implications that could,
according to some views, ultimately “splinter the global internet’s shared and
ubiquitous architecture” (Hoffmann et al. 2020: 239). A substantially different
software infrastructure would thus deepen the rift between two opposing camps
in a long-standing debate about internet governance reform: on the one hand,
those states pursuing an open internet, and, on the other hand, those states
perceiving benefits from more centralised governmental control (Deep 2020).
10 Routing means to designate parts of an IP address for certain purposes (Farrel / King 2022).
11 IETF is an important Internet standards organisation, which is responsible to develop the technical
standards that make up the Internet protocol suite.
12 See ITU-T 2020; Network 2030, Description of Demonstrations for Network 2030 on Sixth ITU Workshop on Network 2030 and Demo Day, 13 January 2020.
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Another point of criticism was related to the fact that the Chinese companies had presented the proposal to ITU-T rather than (only) to IETF. IETF
(2020) argued that the creation of a top-down design of New IP “would fail
to match the diverse needs of the continuously evolving application ecosystem”.
The European Telecommunications Network Operators’ Association (ETNO)
explained that a shift of responsibility from the IETF to the ITU-T would re
present a duplication of standardisation work (ETNO 2020). RIPE Network
Coordination Centre (NCC), one of five Regional Internet Registries (RIR),
agreed that the New IP proposal would create significant overlap with the
ongoing work of the IETF (ITU 2020). This point of criticism reflected the
sense of mutual competition between ITU and IETF, which had both developed
capacities to regulate certain aspects of cyberspace.
These institutional rivalries over responsibilities need to be situated within
more general discourses about China’s dissatisfaction with the global internet
governance regime (Shen Y. 2016). For years, some authors have argued that
China would prefer to shift more responsibility for internet governance to ITU,
where states are more dominant than in ICANN or the RIRs (Mueller 2011).
As a consequence, so the argument, China wanted to reshape internet governance so that it is more aligned with its vision and norms (Bozhkov 2020).
Moreover, others suggested that, by proactively pursuing international standard
isation, China aims to create and protect potential markets for its globally active
large tech corporations (Hoffmann et al. 2020: 246). Presenting New IP at ITU-T
thus reflected China’s approach to shift internet governance into a direction
more in line with its domestic agenda and approach (Sharma 2020).
After a barrage of critical commentary on New IP, Huawei lamented the
politicisation of New IP: “New IP is just a purely technical topic. Don’t politicise
New IP from the beginning,” Huawei’s rotating chairman Xu Zhijun stated in
an interview (Zhang P. 2020). Others tried to maintain a more measured position.
For example, Milton Mueller, a renowned scholar in the field of internet governance, argued that the Internet community should resist the tacit politicisation
of technical standards (Mueller 2020). Eventually, at ITU-T study group meetings during December 2020, the decision was taken to stop discussing New IP
for a while.13

Smart City Duisburg
Huawei’s involvement with Duisburg reaches back to 2017, when Duisburg
was in the process of developing a master plan for the city’s digital transformation and was looking for hardware and technological expertise (Ahlemann /
Murrack 2018). In October 2017, Huawei and Duisburg signed a Memorandum
13 Yet, according to some observers, elements of the proposal have since appeared in various places (Bertuzzi
2022, Internet Society 2022: 3).
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of Understanding (MoU) in Shenzhen (Huawei 2017). The MoU was meant to
summarise the current vision and agreements and facilitate further talks on
the development of “innovative ICT concepts for intelligent and safe cities”
(Stadt Duisburg / Huawei 2017: 2). Huawei stated that it wanted to work on
projects together with the municipal firms DVV and DU-IT, stimulate the development of 5G, and share its technical know-how with the city administration
and the University of Duisburg-Essen.14 In January 2018, during another delegation visit by Duisburg to Huawei in Shenzhen, the partners formally announced
the smart city cooperation to the public (Huawei 2018a, Stadt Duisburg 2018).
Huawei’s management made the Smart City Duisburg a major reference
point in its promotion of smart city technologies, and continually expanded
the cooperation with Duisburg. In June 2018, Huawei invited Duisburg’s head
of digitalisation Martin Murrack and the CEO of DU-IT, Stefan Soldat, to
deliver speeches at the CEBIT fair in Hanover (Bordel 2018, Smart City Duisburg 2018). In July 2018, Huawei, along with several other organisations from
Duisburg, signed a letter of intent to enter into cooperation for the smart city
(Stadt Duisburg 2019a: 14). In September 2018, Duisburg’s mayor led another
delegation to visit Huawei’s headquarters in Shenzhen (Huawei 2018b). And
in October 2018, at a conference organised by Huawei, Huawei presented
Duisburg as a critical example of its international smart city cooperation (Huawei
2018c).
A key piece of Huawei’s vision of a fully interconnected smart city was the
Rhine Cloud, a cloud infrastructure jointly provided by Huawei and DU-IT
(Huawei 2018d). All collected data would be stored in the Rhine Cloud to
service citizens and business users. The Rhine Cloud was to serve as the foundation of the smart city nervous system (Huawei 2018e: 13), perhaps even the
“brain” and “command centre”, modelled after a Huawei project in Longgang
district of Shenzhen (Huawei 2018f, Huawei 2018g). Using the Rhine Cloud,
Duisburg could “break down data silos”, complete the first stage of smart city
development, and reach towards the “Smart Duisburg 2.0 vision” (Huawei
2018h, 2018g). Smart city 3.0 would then use the Internet of Things to “truly
integrate technology and urban governance” (Huawei 2018e: 5). In the fourth
stage, cities would use artificial intelligence to continually analyse urban data
for governance purposes (Huawei 2018g). In July 2018, Duisburg explained
that the Rhine Cloud was already in operation (Ahlemann / Murrack 2018: 4).
Soon after its announcement, the cooperation between Huawei and Duisburg
was taken up by a wide range of national and international actors, including
from media, academia and civil society. Many reports were critical about the
cooperation, arguing that it was a security risk to involve a foreign, and especially
a Chinese, company in the provision of data sensitive infrastructure. Moreover,
14 DU-IT is a subsidiary of DVV, which belongs to Duisburg municipality (Stadt Duisburg 2021: 4).
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Huawei’s smart city vision, as realised in Longgang, Shenzhen, demonstrated
a level of interconnected surveillance that was incompatible with German laws
and regulations (Sassenrath 2019, WAZ 2019). A research report, prepared for
the US-China Economic and Security Review Commission, described the Chinese smart city projects, including the one in Duisburg, as a means for Chinese
firms to expand abroad, source foreign technology and expertise, develop partnerships, promote Chinese technology standards and improve their international
reputation (Atha et al. 2020).
After September 2019, when Duisburg’s city council approved the master
plan for digital transformation (Stabsstelle Digitalisierung 2019, Stadt Duisburg 2019b), public communication from both Duisburg and Huawei about
the cooperation ceased. Since the beginning of 2021, media articles have begun
to mention that the cooperation with Huawei has been put on hold due to
security considerations (Prantner 2021). Despite that pause, Duisburg continues
to elaborate on its China strategy, as the city has developed a new understanding
of its global connections due to its interactions with Huawei.15

Discussion: The politics of selective connectivity
The exploration of China’s infrastructuring of cyberspace raises a number of
questions. First, there is a tension between the performative practices of Chinese
actors that celebrate boundless connectivity versus the efforts to institutionalise
national security and digital autonomy. In the smart city case, Huawei was
very proactive in communicating with its partners and the public. China was
presented as an example of connected modernity symbolised by Shenzhen as
the smart city par excellence. Issues such as data privacy and digital sovereignty,
which could interfere with the global leadership of Chinese tech firms (Holch
2020), were played down. In the case of New IP, Huawei and the other initiators
did not publicise much of their activity. The performative side of connectivity
was superseded by efforts to institutionalise research into a technology. How
New IP was introduced, in addition, intended to give a greater role to the ITU,
where states have more say, in contrast to IETF and other fora, where states
are less influential. Overall, the practices of selective connectivity, while contributing to the development of the digital economy, also tend to increase
asymmetries and vulnerabilities, by creating new obligatory passage points
and thereby enabling the potential weaponization of telecommunication and
data infrastructures.
Second, the importance of non-Chinese agency is underappreciated, as the
ultimate failure of infrastructuring in these two examples suggests. The discus15 Interviews by the authors with involved city representatives conducted in 2021 and 2022.
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sion of the weaponisation of interdependence is arguably a case in point (Farrell /
Newman 2019). China and Chinese firms insert themselves into the central nodes
of global cyber networks, so the argument goes, to occupy choke points that
enable them to potentially monitor internet traffic (Cavanna 2021). New IP, due
to its centralising tendencies, would likely be more vulnerable to weaponisation.
In the smart city as imagined by Huawei, the actor controlling the city’s central
server architecture and envisioned artificial intelligence would gain the opportunity to misuse its critical position at the centre of data flows. However, as is
evident from the cases, contestations over knowledge claims and diverging views
on data security led to a pause or even a complete halt of infrastructure projects.16
Chinese actors, in other words, cannot simply export political norms through
technology, as is often claimed (Cheney 2019). In brief, attempts at infrastructuring cyberspace call forth responses from other actors while the realisation
of China’s own vision and practices has to rely on consensual negotiations.
Third, China’s imaginary of selective connectivity reinforces a growing mistrust that undermines the internationalisation of Chinese firms, especially in
Western countries. It contributes to an unfavourable global economic environment in which geopolitics can easily trump commercial logic. Domestically,
Chinese firms need to comply with regulations on national and public security.
Those same practices are frowned upon by international users (Ruan 2019).
China’s growing standardisation power similarly invokes anxieties and critical
analysis of the central role the Chinese state plays in related activities (Rühlig 2022,
Rühlig / ten Brink 2021). Moreover, the increasing popularity of notions such
as cyber sovereignty and digital sovereignty – which Chinese officials have been
actively promoting – lends legitimacy to the restrictions by the United States
and its allies against Chinese firms and products. US commenters supported
the Trump administration’s ban of the Chinese apps TikTok and WeChat as a tit
for tat because many American Internet companies have been blocked in China
for years (Wu 2020).
Fourth, the Chinese STI has lost its uniqueness. The imaginary of selective
connectivity is no longer only characteristic of China’s approach to cyberspace.
It has become normalised internationally as a vision related to the growig prominence of the notion of „digital sovereignty“ (see Monsees / Lambach 2022). For
instance, a comparison of China’s and the EU’s respective “sovereignty” approaches
to the regulation of cyberspace indicates a partially shared understanding of the
regulatory challenges that digital platform monopolies pose to market economies
(Wang / Gray 2022). It needs to be noted that this convergence is not due to the
success of Chinese diplomatic efforts and the adoption of Chinese norms. Instead,
a growing number of countries embrace cyber sovereignty because of “threats to
16 The New IP proposal made factual claims about the desired data transmission speed. The need and (im)
possibility for achieving global sub-millisecond latencies due to the limitations of the speed of light were
questioned by other expert bodies (Internet Society 2022: 6).
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privacy, and concentration of economic and political power by big technology
firms” (Segal 2020). Furthermore, on a structural level, this convergence stems from
the confluence of several global trends such as platform regulation, data nationalism and the discourse of systemic confrontation (see Huang / Tsai 2022,
Paris 2020) – all of which tend to render selective connectivity the new normal.

Conclusion
This paper applied the framework of sociotechnical imaginaries to explore
China’s vision and practices of infrastructuring cyberspace. China’s imaginary
of selective connectivity is characterised by a tension between seeking more
connectivity – realised by strong private firms in the Chinese ICT sector – and,
at the same time, institutionalising measures to control the flow of data and
information to ensure national security and regime stability. The notion of
cyber sovereignty, which has already found its way into international fora and
settings, exemplifies the constitutive power of China’s imaginary of selective
connectivity. Yet, the two case studies on New IP and the Smart City Duisburg
also demonstrate the drawbacks of this imaginary. In the case of New IP, Huawei
communicated its proposal to work on a new, potentially more centralised
internet architecture as a way to facilitate more connectivity and high-tech
applications. The underlying technology raised concerns. It would, as some
argued, not only create problems of interoperability in the short term; it also
would hand more power to national agencies. In the case of the Smart City
Duisburg, Huawei promoted a vision of ubiquitous connectivity, including a
levelling up of cities. Its perceived model of a smart city in Shenzhen, powered
by a central artificial intelligence, led to serious concerns as it exhibited characteristics potentially prone to centralised control.
Four conclusions can be drawn from this study concerning selective connectivity to advance further research into the splintering of the internet: First,
the realisation of China’s imaginary abroad strongly depends on Chinese private
firms, which are not always in line with the state-centric vision of Chinese
policymakers. Second, the manifestation of selective connectivity may cause
tensions between a heterogenous set of Chinese actors promoting connectivity
and the Chinese government’s simultaneous efforts to institutionalise statecentric regulation. Third, how other actors respond to and contest China’s
vision and practices plays a crucial role in shaping the outcome of cyber infrastructure projects. Fourth, China’s imaginary of selective connectivity may eventually make the internationalisation of Chinese companies difficult, for example,
by providing legitimacy to other countries’ bans of Chinese companies and
products.
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Finally, some limitations of this study need to be addressed. The underlying theory of sociotechnical imaginaries tends to deemphasise differences and
heterogeneity. On the one hand, we can observe that selective connectivity as
a vision is sufficiently flexible and attractive to assemble various types of actors.
To begin with, the realisation of digital infrastructure projects depends to a
large extent on private technology companies (Meinhardt 2020). Due to good
relationships that large firms in China need to maintain with officials, proposals
like New IP and Huawei’s global smart city initiatives could be seen as closely
corresponding with the Chinese government’s policy visions.17 On the other
hand, the STI held by Chinese policymakers does not always completely overlap with that of Chinese digital tech giants. On the contrary, the domestic
struggle over regulation reveals far-reaching conflicts of interest between tech
firms and the country. This is obvious from the recent high-profile cases of
industry regulation that led to a USD 1 billion fine for ride-hailing giant DiDi
and a record USD 2.75 billion antitrust fine against Alibaba (Zhu et al. 2022)
– public demonstrations that it is the state-led vision of connectivity rather than
corporate-led visions that prevails. Elsewhere, Alibaba promoted a “limited
government intervention” model, which was in contradiction with the Chinese
state-centric internet governance model (Vila Seoane 2020). In sum, the STI of
selective connectivity is not sufficient to capture the full range of complexities
of China’s infrastructural politics.

17 Because of the complex technical nature of digital infrastructure, it seems reasonable to assume that
political guidance must be on a rather high, abstract level, and is unlikely to extend down into the technical
details of individual products and projects. In any case, in the explored cases, practices by Huawei do not
run contrary to and reproduce to some extent the government-promoted STI of selective connectivity.
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